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Email: JrEngineersClub@gmail.com 

K–1st Simple Machines Syllabus 
We use simple machines every day! When we open a door, turn on a faucet, open a tin can,  

or ride a bike. Simple machines make it easy for us to do work. A force (a push or a pull  

effort) makes something (a mass or load) move a distance. In this fun, creative class, your 

child will learn, by building with legos, all about simple machines. Topics that will be covered 

in our class: Problem Solving, Developing explanations using observations, Testing,  

Evaluating and Redesigning Models, Controlling Speed, Reducing Friction, and so much 

more! 

Week Lesson Plan/Goals 

   1  Introductions/Creating with Legos: Gears, Wheels/Axles, Levers and Pulleys as 

  part of everyday simple machines. Talk about choices, allow children to give  

  input on lesson plans. The rhythm of each class will flow as follows: Connect, 

  Construct, Contemplate, Continue. 

 

    2  “Glossary of Descriptive Words” - Discussion/Choices: Review angles, axels, 

  belts, crank, drive gear/pulley, effort, force, friction, fulcrum, gear, grip, idler, 

  lever, load, machine/mechanism, pawl and ratchet, pivot and torque. Students 

  will create freely, describing their materials and the purpose of their creation. 

 

    3  “Crane Model” - Discussion/Choices: Students will create a crane using pulleys, 

  rotating action and creating stability while avoiding friction. 

 

    4  “Merry Go-Round” - Discussion/Choices: Students build and test models that 

  decrease and increase speed while choosing angles for their gears to change the 

  outcome. 

 

    5  “Popcorn Cart” - Discussion/Choices: Cause and Effect is covered in this class. 

  Students will create a popcorn cart, make a sign that can turn and build a  

  mechanism that makes the sign turn when you turn a handle. 

 

    6  “Car Creation” - Discussion/Choices: Students will learn to control direction of 

  movement, increase turning force (torque) and reduce friction to make objects 

  easy to move. 
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   7  “Go-Cart” - Discussion/Choices: Students will build a test model that uses a  

  single, fixed axel and separate axels. Discussion of friction, skid and steer will 

  also be covered in this class. 

 

    8  “Wheelbarrow” - Discussion/Choices: Problem solving skills will be highlighted 

  in this class. Students will build a wheelbarrow, adding handles and legs to  

  support it while standing/carrying Lego weight. 

 

    9  “Catapult” - Discussion/Choices: Students will learn about pivot, load and effort 

  while creating a catapult. They will use their catapult to “shoot” items at a target. 

  Students will create the rules of the game, describe how it feels to miss the target 

  and discover new ways of hitting their goal through creativity and determination. 

  

   10  “Railroad Crossing Gate” - Discussion/Choices: Students will build a crossing 

  gate greater than six inches in length, along with a single stand for the gate to 

  balance on. They will discover ways of making it quick and easy to open and 

  close using problem solving skills and creativity. 

 

   11  “Crazy Floors” - Discussion/Choices: Rotational Movement, How pieces work  

  together, discover other elements that work in the same way. We will decrease 

  and increase speed, changing direction of rotation using motors. 

 

   12  “Review of Gear Principles” - Discussion/Choices: Students will create with 

  gears, using their imagination, discovering a variety of uses for gears, belts, and 

  all of the other materials provided in class. 

 

   13  “Free Build/Review” - Discussion/Choices: Students will review Problem  

  Solving, Developing explanations using observations, Testing, Evaluating and 

  Redesigning Models, Controlling Speed, Reducing Friction and HAVING FUN! 

 

14  “Free Build/Game Day” - Anything goes! We’ll see what the children have  

  learned, while playing games and creating. 


